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About Collaboratio Helvetica
We believe in Switzerland's potential to create a shift towards ecological responsibility, more humanity and the common
good. With our competencies, our expertise and our entire personality, we are committed to this change - deeply convinced
that today's social challenges can be addressed when we work together.
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Collaboratio Helvetica (CH)

Description:

Collaboratio is a tax-exempt non-profit association.

Stakeholder(s):
Collaboratio Helvetica Team

Nora Wilhelm :
Co-Founder & Catalyst EA lead

Daphne Bucher :
Communication & Visualization IF lead

Sarah Friederich :
Catalyst Lab Design & Facilitation

Katalin Hausel :
Participatory Designer & Learning Ecology LE lead

Luea Ritter :
Catalyst Lab & Learning Cycles

Andrea Baerwalde :
Communication & Media Relations

Daniel Gut :
Accounting & Finances

Severin von Huenerbein :
Catalyst Lab Design CL lead

Julia Beyer :
Fundraising & Partnerships lead

Janine Rey :
Strategic Partnerships & Fundraising intern

Tessa Harries :
Fundraising & Partnerships lead

Valerie Cafaro :
Online Communication intern

Collaboratio Helvetica Practitioners :
We are a network of facilitators and process stewards for
systemic change and social innovation. We design and facilitate
spaces and in-depth experiential processes tailor made to the
specific context and challenges. We work with organisations of
the private, public and non-profit sector as well as communi-
ties, networks and larger ecosystems.

Luea Ritter :
Luea Ritter works internationally across sectors to guide design
and transition processes that embrace the challenge and poten- — continued next page

tial of our times. She thrives within complexity, and through a
diverse medley of fields has developed a high sensitivity for
context-based social dynamics.

Elsa Hoessli :
As a dialogue facilitator, an image coach and a translator
working for more than 10 years for the Federal Office for the
Environment Elsa offers an expertise in communication and
language services with a specialisation in the fields of environ-
ment and sustainability. She has a talent for conveying meaning
and bringing out the essence be it by asking powerful questions,
finding the right words or with visual means. She joined the
Practitioners’ circle, collaboratio’s design & facilitation team
in 2020.

Violette Ruppanner :
An economist by training and a specialising generalist by
choice, Violette draws from a rich and varied career spanning
30 years in the public, private and NGO sectors, mainly in
international trade & trade diplomacy, economic development
cooperation, development and funding of technology start-ups
and social entrepreneurs as well as strategic and organis-
ational consulting. She joined the Practitioners’ circle, collabo-
ratio’s design & facilitation team in 2020.

Christine Dürschner :
Christine is a Holistic Coach - Focus Emotional Competence
Development, Dialog Facilitator and ToF (Trainer of Dialogue
Facilitators). In 2014 she founded her consulting firm Bezie-
hungsDesign. Since 2017 she is part of the facilitator team of
collaboratio helvetica and has played a decisive role in the
Dialogue Training for facilitators. Mid-2019 start with Sidsel
Andersen of the association "Alles ist Dialog" - Association for
Dialogue Development.

Sarah Friederich :
Sarah Friederich is part of the Catalyst Lab hosting team at
collaboratio helvetica. As a practitioner she supports diverse
projects with design and facilitation of events and group
processes. For many years, she has gained experience working
for NGOs and social organisations in the field of environmental
and social justice in Switzerland and Bolivia.

Katja Breitenmoser :
Katja Breitenmoser hat 10 Jahre Erfahrung in der Moderation
von Workshops und Grossgruppen sowie in der Ausgestaltung
von Partizipationsprozessen. Zudem hat sie 10 Jahre Erfahrung
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in der Projektleitung bei kantonalen Verwaltungen (SG und
AR).

Erica Mazerolle :
Erica Mazerolle is an experienced facilitator trained in Art of
Hosting and Leading from the Emerging Future (MIT).
Through her work as a social innovation professional at Impact
Hub, she guides public, private and civic stakeholders on their
journey towards cross-sector collaboration.

Nora Wilhelm :
Nora Wilhelm has a background in youth engagement and
active citizenship (see European Youth Parliament). As the
Co-Founder and Catalyst of collaboratio helvetica, she special-
ised in collaboration, self-organising, ecosystem leadership,
systemic change and social innovation. Beyond facilitating
multi stakeholder processes and Social Innovation Labs, she is
a renowned young leader, advocate and speaker, recognised for
her work by the Swiss government, UNESCO and a variety of
other institutions.

Anna Krebs :
Anna is a Swiss-Finnish facilitator and certified coach. She has
a background in intercultural communication and is working as
a Catalyst for Gender Equality at collaboratio helvetica. She
has worked on organisational development and gender &
diversity issues in the NGO sector and acted as a facilitator and
trainer in multicultural settings both in Switzerland and
abroad.

Collaboratio Helvetica Stewards

Florence Tercier

Pius Leutenegger

Michael Gerber

Nora Wilhelm

Collaboratio Helvetica Wisdom Council :
The Wisdom Council is composed of individuals who made
impressive contributions in their respective sectors. They sup-
port collaboratio helvetica with their knowledge, experience,
network and perspective.

Véronique Ruppert Schmitt :
National Focal Point for Sustainable Development (Agenda
2030) in Cantons, Communes and Cities (ARE). ~ “A sustain-
able society is a society that is inclusive of all generations and
social classes. We must continually find and reinvent ourselves.
To this it is essential to address the needs, dreams and ideas of
all those involved. That's what Collaboratio helvetica is all
about. They create spaces for experimentation and by means of
robust participatory processes help to open up new ways of
living, working and thriving in communities that are worth
living in for all of us. As part of the Wisdom Council I want to
accelerate the systemic transformations needed for a fast and
effective sustainable development in Switzerland”

Alexander Schieffer :
co-Founder of Trans4m, a Catalyst for Integral Transformation
~ “I joined the Wisdom Council of collaboratio helvetica
because of my profound belief in the significance of collabora-

— continued next page

tio helvetica, and its huge potential to grow into a force and
source for societal and cultural renewal for Switzerland. Too
rarely do we take a “whole society perspective”, and too rarely
do we tap into the cultural roots of our societies to stimulate
cultural and societal renewal. collaboratio helvetica is an
attempt to do both of that.”

Till Berger :
Coordinator Strategy Sustainable Development (ARE) ~ "I
would like to see a Switzerland of solidarity in which the
various social groups treat each other with esteem and respect.
A Switzerland in which politics, citizens and business think
globally together and in the long term. This is what collaboratio
helvetica is committed to.”

Darya Gerasimenko :
Professor for Sustainability Science at SSAU / Lecturer at HSG
~ "Collaboratio helvetica for me is a self-evolving prototype of
a new quality of co-creation that is so needed in the modern
world. Switzerland has a long tradition of self-responsible
citizenship that has truly valued collaboration. I sense that this
tradition could be deepened and evolved towards “practicing
absolute love” as a guiding intention for such co-creation
(rather than following slowly becoming outdated “political
economy approach”). I am honored to join the Wisdom Council
and looking forward to contribute to this beautiful mission."

Solomon Jaya Prakash :
serial Social Entrepreneur and former country representative
for Ashoka India. ~ “I am thrilled to be part of collaboratio
helvetica and contribute to the way in which we as a team affect
people to be catalysts for change. In collaboratio helvetica we
believe that beyond the profound democratic space in Switzer-
land that already exists, there is a space in human conscious-
ness to see our role in this world, not just as citizens, but as
people proactively engaging together to the concerns of people
and planet, learning to co-create and finding means of working
together, inclusive and leaving no residue.”

Collaboratio Helvetica Funding Partners, Sponsors &
Supporters :
Our partners/ sponsors & supporters are the basis of collabora-
tio helvetica and have strongly supported to make it happen.

Stiftung Mercator Schweiz :
Stiftung Mercator Schweiz is committed to a cosmopolitan and
engaged society that treats the environment responsibly and
offers young people the opportunity to develop their potential.
That is why they promote and initiate projects in the areas of
education, communication, participation and the environment.

3FO Foundation :
The 3FO Foundation facilitates sustainable development of
people and organisations and supports projects in the areas of
personal development, child-parent, environmental awareness,
cooperation and conflict transformation. Those who set out to
sustainably improve our living conditions need courage, ideas
and a thirst for action. The 3FO funding organisation supports
people who take on the challenges of our time, engage in
learning with others and enable with their projects pro-
cess-oriented learning. These people strengthen cooperation

Stakeholders (continued)
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and ensure that common ground and common benefit can be
created sustainably.

BKW Group :
The BKW Group is an internationally active company that
offers energy and infrastructure services. They are organised as
a strong network and are committed to achieving the Agenda
2030 with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). They
support collaboratio helvetica because they consider them-
selves as an active part of a society undergoing transformation.
BKW and collaboratio helvetica can learn from each other and
work together on solutions for a future worth living.

Federal Office for Gender Equality :
The Federal Office for Gender Equality (FOGE) promotes
gender equality in all areas of life and work to eliminate all
forms of direct or indirect discrimination. Among other things,
the FOGE supports projects that promote equal opportunities
for women and men in working life through grants. FOGE has
supported the Gender Lab of collaboratio helvetica as well as a
prototype developed from it (workshops in organisations and
companies).

Federal Office for Spatial Development :
The Federal Office for Spatial Development (ARE) is the
federal government's specialist authority for issues relating to
spatial development, mobility policy and sustainable develop-
ment. It works together with the cantons and municipalities. In
its work, ARE follows the vision that Switzerland's territory
should be shaped in a sustainable manner and that ARE should
play a decisive role in steering this development. Collaboratio
helvetica was supported under the Sustainable Development
2018-2019 funding programme for dialogue projects in munici-
palities. ARE has also assumed patronage for collaboratio
helvetica’s Catalyst Lab - Switzerland's future laboratory.

Migros Pioneer Fund :
Collaboratio helvetica was initiated with support from the
Migros Pioneer Fund. The Migros Pioneer Fund supports
pioneering projects that contribute to social change. The devel-
opment fund was founded in 2012 as a voluntary commitment by
the companies of the Migros Group. With its independent
approach, the Migros Pioneer Fund supplements the funding
activities of the Migros Culture Percentage.

Foundation Wegweiser :
A Switzerland that is fit for the future depends on competent and
responsible people who are committed to the common good
when they determine and steer the destiny of Switzerland as
citizens and as leaders in business, science, politics and admin-
istration. The prerequisites for the development of young people
into holistic thinking and acting personalities are not given a
priori. The Foundation Wegweiser therefore wants to create
opportunities for adolescents to build social awareness and
personality qualities that strengthen their commitment to so-
ciety and the environment.

Sustainable Development Solutions Network
(SDSN) :
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) Switzer-
land mobilizes universities, research centers, civil society or-
ganizations, business and other knowledge centers to create
and implement transformative solutions to achieve the Agenda
2030 and Paris Agreement in Switzerland and beyond. SDSN

— continued next page

Switzerland delivers value to its members and partners around
the following 3 objectives:

• Shape multi-stakeholder dialogue: Accelerate con-
tinuous exchange of ideas and experiences, and
create thinking spaces for the scientific community,
government, business and civil society to foster
systemic solutions, build commitment and mobilize
action.

• Foster transformative solutions: Harness scientific
and transdisciplinary knowledge to generate new
evidence-based solutions, integrated policies and
systemic change, including through joint learning
journeys.

• Advise decision-makers: Offer evidence-based ad-
vice to decision-makers in politics, business and
society to fill policy gaps and motivate normative
change through innovative processes around the
science-policy interface.

Swiss Society for the Common Good (SSCG) :
Schweizerische Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft (SGG) ~ Since its
founding in 1810, the SSCG has supported persons and families
affected by poverty. The SSCG promotes civic and voluntary
engagement The SSCG is committed to the social cohesion The
SSCG donated the Rütli to the Swiss Confederation in 1860 and
organizes the Federal Feast there on August 1st. The SSCG
strengthens values with a new text of the national anthem

Collaboratio Helvetica Network Partners

Catalyst 2030

Sustainability Week Switzerland

One Planet Lab

oikos

YES-Europe

Capacity Zurich

Climate & Sustainability

Thinkpact Zukunft

X27

Trans4m

GEN-H

Esieben Beratung

öbu, Verband für nachhaltiges Wirtschaften

euforia

Luzern im Wandel

Age of Contribution

Step into action

Stakeholders (continued)
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ZurichRetreat

Sketchy Solutions

Alles ist Dialog

Lernhaus Sole

GirlCode

Wirkstatt Auboden

Pusterum

Penguin Academy

THES im Effinger Bern

Athena Wisdom Institute AG

Amt für Zukunft

Give Children a Hand

On Data and Design

wemakeit

Let's talk waste

Landwirstschaft mit Zukunft

Wolrd Ethic Forum

The Franxini-Project

Sociocracy 3.0

Collaboratio Helvetica In-Kind Supporters

Bookbinders Design

Park Hotel Gunten

_2376778e-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00
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Vision
Together we co-create the Switzerland we want to live in.

Mission
To create spaces for open dialogue, experimentation & collaboration.

Values
Openness

Diversity

Dialogue

Experimentation

Collaboration

Sustainability

Principles: Our principles:

Regeneration: We respect and care for nature and ourselves ~ We are wholly committed to respecting and
regenerating the beauty, wholeness and diversity of life and to rebalancing our connection to Earth for future
generations. We shift unhealthy patterns and allow the cyclic nature to unfold. We know we are in this for the long run,
so we take time to mature and sustain our energy over time.

Systemic Change: We dare to dive deep - together ~ To truly create the conditions for the required transformation, we
need to move beyond fighting the symptoms and go to the root causes. Challenging and shifting deeply ingrained and

Stakeholders (continued)
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institutionalised patterns and mindsets individually and collectively is critical to envisage systemic solutions.
Together, we go deeper to the essence and open up to healthy pathways forward.

Ecosystem Awareness: We activate and work with the power of collective intelligence ~ We work towards collective
transformation as an enlivened community fostering true collaborations between people, organisations and sectors.
We commit to scale ideas and impact rather than individual success. We build on what is and cultivate a vibrant
ecosystem by connecting multiple dots. Practicing shared leadership enables us to sense beyond fragmentation,
creating coherence and synergy.

Co-Creation: We co-create across boundaries leveraging diversity ~ We see collaboration and participation as
essential to leverage societal change. Building bridges across perceived boundaries and bringing together unlikely
allies are key to manifest the solutions that are required. We believe in the potential for wellbeing for all and know that
everyone has a unique contribution to make, and anyone feeling this call is welcome in our community.

Embodiment: We start with ourselves, here and now ~ To change the “world”, we start with ourselves. We turn the
focus inwards and embrace what is while striving to embody the change we know is possible. We thrive by learning,
staying curious and playful. We are our own prototype, co-creating new ways of being and working together.

Prototyping: We act through iterative processes and share our learnings ~ Forging the new by building on what’s
present, we invite playfulness and give it our best shot. We dare to fail, adjust our course and learn as a community of
practice. We probe, sense and respond. We build upon each other’s contributions and share our practices and
knowledge openly.

Emergence: We embrace the yet unknown ~ We are at ease with complexity and uncertainty and trust emergent
processes. We see conflict as an opportunity to learn how to tread on a healthy path of co-evolution. We stay rooted in
the now while firmly holding the long-term intention - together we stay present in moments of creative tension and
friction.

Responsibility: We are accountable and engaged ~ By taking responsibility for and embodying our commitments we
nurture trust amongst each other and enhance our shared vision and work. We practice to speak with intention and
listen with attention, being in both open and truthful dialogue. We strive to be transparent, embrace vulnerability and
stay present.
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1. Convenings
Convene people to work towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

_23767b94-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00

We convene a diversity of people who work towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

1.1. Implementation

Implement the 2030 Agenda in Switzerland.

Catalyst Lab - The future laboratory for Switzerland ~ The corona crisis has not only shown us how connected
and vulnerable we are as a society. It has also demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses in our system and
forced us to examine it more closely. Only a holistic understanding of the complex systemic relationships can
lead us to sustainable solutions. Collaboratio helvetica encourages, supports and connects people and their
initiatives who work towards a healthier and regenerative Switzerland. Following the success of Switzerland’s
first future laboratory in 2019/20, we will be running another Catalyst Lab from November 2020. The Catalyst
Lab is a learning and design process which lasts several months and is tailor-made for dedicated individuals
(Catalysts) and their teams, who are committed to implementing the 2030 Agenda in Switzerland by
contributing to a change towards more ecological responsibility, humanity and the common good.

Stakeholder(s):
Switzerland

The Catalyst Lab Cohort 2020/21

Boryana Milova :
How can we create incentives for sustainable and
future-oriented entrepreneurship in Switzerland?
(SG)

• Age: 26 years
• Current field of activity: Co-founder of

IGNITE and Student Master in Business
Innovation & Managing Climate Sol-
utions, HSG

UN Sustainability Goals:
• Ensure sustainable consumption and

production patterns (SDG 12)
• Strengthen implementation means and

breathe new life into the Global Partner-
ship for Sustainable Development (SDG
17)

Boryana Milova grew up in Bulgaria and witnessed
the transition from a socialist to a capitalist system.
She has lived in Switzerland for nine years and five
years ago she co-founded the student organization
IGNITE, which focuses on sense-oriented entrepren-
eurship. Currently, Boryana Milova is studying for
her Master's degree in "Business Innovation", with a
focus on managing climate solutions at the HSG. Her
goal is to support ways towards a more holistic and
sustainable economic system. Boryana Milova pur-
sues the vision of a Switzerland in which companies
are guided by a higher purpose and act in harmony
with nature and people. She believes in the potential
of Switzerland as a beacon and inspiration for sus-
tainable entrepreneurship. — continued next page

Celia Hug :
How can we inform people about climate-damaging
behavior and at the same time point out attractive
alternatives for action? (SO)

• Age: 18 years
• Current field of activity: Author of

"Suche Fern. Finde Nah", scholarship
holder of the Wegweiser Foundation

UN Sustainability Goals: Take immediate action to
combat climate change and its effects (SDG 13)
As part of her high school diploma thesis, Celia
focused on the topic of sustainable travel and commit-
ted herself to a climate-friendly future. The product of
her work is an illustrated Swiss travel guide entitled
"Suche Fern. Finde Nah” (Look Close, Find Near).
She traveled to places in Switzerland that resemble
and are equally fascinating to long-distance travel
destinations in distant countries. She critically exam-
ined her own travel behavior, considered the conse-
quences of the climatic change, and, in addition, she
points out destinations in Switzerland in their charac-
teristic and beauty. In the form of illustrations and
photographs, the author creates a balance between
travel inspiration and information. She comes to the
conclusion that flying is not necessary to satisfy
wanderlust and thus makes a practical contribution
to sustainable travel with her "Swiss Hiking Guide".
Her work was recognized by an external jury as one
of the "Eight Best Matura Works of the Kanton of
Olten 2020". The Ökozentrum honored her work with
the first prize. Celia Hug has received a scholarship
from the Wegweiser Foundation for participation in
the Catalyst Lab.
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Erik Turner :
How can we ensure sustainable energy production
and integrate the concept of circular economy into
the various industries and work areas? (TI)

• Age: 27 years
• Current field of activity: project man-

ager, engineering consulting firm
UN sustainability goals:

• Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all. (SDG 4)

• Ensuring sustainable consumption and
production patterns (SDG 12)

Erik Turner grew up in Ticino and studied at the
EPFL and ETH, where he earned a Master's degree
in Process Engineering. He is particularly interested
in how objects and products can be produced sustain-
ably. Erik Turner is part of the "One Health" working
group, which deals with the topic of global warming
in a holistic way and brings together different disci-
plines and topics. His aim is to connect with young
adults who are enthusiastic about energy and sustain-
ability and to jointly develop concrete proposals for a
sustainable energy strategy. Within his work at a
Swiss engineering consulting firm, Erik Turner would
like to integrate the aspect of circular economy more
strongly into his projects.

Haile Kassa :
How can we empower immigrants to proactively face
their challenges and feel empowered to act? (ZH)

• Age: 36 years
• Current field of activity: Project man-

ager, "imp!act for refugees"
UN sustainability goals:

• Designing cities and settlements inclus-
ive, safe, resilient and sustainable (SDG
11)

• Promoting peaceful and inclusive so-
cieties for sustainable development, pro-
viding access to justice for all, and build-
ing effective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels (SDG 16)

Haile Kassa grew up in Ethiopia and has lived in
Switzerland for 12 years. With his work he wants to
help other people, especially refugees, to proactively
face their challenges in their new home. Local com-
munities or groups of immigrants in Switzerland are
to be empowered to act and find solutions to their
problems. To this end, Haile Kassa has developed a
program called "Community imp!act", which trains
selected members of a community so that they can
subsequently conduct workshops for their community
themselves. Haile Kassa was recently honored for his
work and was named a bridge builder by the National
Coalition Building Institute.

Iris Lenardic :
How can we as a society develop collective com-
passion and integrity to heal and transform violence?
(BS)

— continued next page

• Age: 44 years
• Current field of activity: Founder and

CEO of Sinnfluence GmbH
UN sustainability goals that she promotes:

• Ensure a healthy life for all people of all
ages and promote their well-being (SDG
3)

• Promote peaceful and inclusive societies
for sustainable development, provide ac-
cess to justice for all, and build effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at
all levels (SDG 16)

Iris Lenardic lives in Basel and works as project
developer, process designer and facilitator. She is a
certified social worker and holds a Master's Degree
in Social Work with a focus on "Social Innovation".
Iris Lenardic is a pioneer and involved in various
movements in the support and development phase. In
2016 she started her own business in the field of
social innovation and organizational development.
She develops sustainable and social projects, brings
different people and groups together and designs and
enables collective learning processes. Iris Lenardic is
committed to the development of human potential and
the strengthening of an inclusive society.

Joan Jeanneret :
How do we create an environment in Switzerland that
makes it easier for migrant women to earn a living?
(VD)

• Age: 36 years
• Current field of activity: Project coordi-

nator "Colored migrant women empow-
erment project"

UN sustainability goals:
• Achieve gender equality and empower all

women and girls for self-determination
(SDG 5)

• Reduce inequality within and between
countries (SDG 10)

Joan Jeanneret comes from Kenya. She studied
"Community Development" in Australia and has
worked in various roles as a development and family
facilitator. After moving to Switzerland, she, like
many other migrant women, encountered systemic
obstacles that lead to women with a migration back-
ground being disproportionately dependent on social
welfare. Joan Jeanneret wants to change this and
create more opportunities for women with an immi-
grant background to initiate social changes them-
selves and to be able to work for more inclusion at the
political level.

Julia Bodin :
How can we inspire others to make waste-saving
consumption decisions? (VD)

• Age: 32 years
• Current field of activity: Founder and

CEO of "lets talk waste"

Stakeholders (continued)
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UN sustainability goals:
• Ensure sustainable consumption and

production patterns (SDG12)
• Conserve and sustainably use oceans,

seas and marine resources for sustain-
able development (SDG 14)

Julia Bodin is a trained environmental engineer. As
part of her work for an NGO, she has committed
herself to sustainable innovation in the field of marine
resources and founded her own company "lets talk
waste" in 2018. Her project won the first jury prize of
the Social Impact Award of the Impact Hub Geneva &
Lausanne in 2018. Julia Bodin believes in a playful
approach to inspiring people to rethink their con-
sumption habits and produce less waste.

Lenny Staples :
How can we shape the education of the future and
integrate important skills such as mindfulness into
schools? (ZH)

• Age: 38 years
• Current field of activity: Student intrinsic

campus, founder of skillfullness.org
UN-Sustainability goals:

• Ensure inclusive, equitable and quality
education and promote opportunities for
lifelong learning for all (SDG 4)

Lenny Staples studies at the intrisic campus, where
the future of teacher education is developed and
designed as a prototype. He is founder of the organ-
ization "skillfullness.org", which conducts "Future
Skills Workshops" for children. Lenny Staples' focus
promotes sustainable content for schools and
teachers such as mindfulness and emotional intelli-
gence. At intrisic campus and with skillfulness.org,
Lenny is helping to revolutionize the education sys-
tem by helping to create a prototype for the future of
teacher training.

Loukina Tille :
How do we create a zero CO2 society based on the
principles of climate justice? (VD)

• Age: 19 years
• Current field of activity: Member of the

climate movement and student UN sus-
tainability goals:

• To take immediate action to combat cli-
mate change and its effects (SDG 13)

Loukina Tille has been active in the Climate Strike
movement since 2018 working at various levels:local,
cantonal, national and international. She was in-
volved in the organization of SMILE in August 2019,
which brought together 400 young climate activists
from 38 countries. Loukina Tille would like to deepen
her understanding of systemic connections and sys-
tem change and further improve her action and
communication skills. With the climate strike move-
ment, Loukina wants to contribute to halting global
warming as far as possible and creating a zero-CO2
society that follows the principles of climate justice.

— continued next page

Lukas Fischer :
How do we develop social innovations so that our
society is ready to shape a sustainable future
together? (LU)

• Age: 38 years
• Current field of activity: Founder of

NETNODE and RETHINK - Festival for
Change Makers

UN sustainability goals:
• Making cities and settlements inclusive,

safe, resilient and sustainable (SDG 11)
• Strengthening means of implementation

and revitalizing the Global Partnership
for Sustainable Development (SDG 17)

Lukas Fischer is a doer from Central Switzerland. He
puts good ideas into action and has already founded a
newspaper, a band, a record label, several concert
series, a company (NETNODE AG) and a startup for
do-it-yourselfers, as well as developing several digi-
tal products. Lukas was also a founding member of
Neubad Luzern, a part of the B-Sides Festival and
today part of the group Spinnerei.ch, which is dedi-
cated to building a new work center in Central
Switzerland. His podcast "rethink everything" is dedi-
cated to the question of how we can make our society
fit for a better world. He is currently working on a
new festival called "Rethink" - a festival for change
agents. Lukas Fischer wants to develop solutions to
make the 4th industrial revolution (digitalization)
sustainable.

Marco Gyger :
How can we anchor SDGs in the work with children,
adolescents and young adults and co-shape the future
with the next generation? (BS)

• Age: 39 years
• Current field of activity: Head of training

“Youth+Sport - Sport Camp/Trekking”
at the Federal Office for Sports, author
and radio producer

UN sustainability goals:
• Ensure inclusive, equitable and quality

education and promote opportunities for
lifelong learning for all (SDG 5)

• Promote peaceful and inclusive societies
for sustainable development, provide ac-
cess to justice for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive institutions at
all levels (SDG 16)

Marco Gyger is an educational scientist (educational
theory and educational philosophy) and federal in-
structor. As an outdoors-(ped)agoge he is particu-
larly interested in personality, team and organiza-
tional development. For 10 years Marco Gyger has
been working at the Federal Office for Sport for the
Sport and Movement Promotion Agency “Youth+
Sport” as the head of training “Youth+Sport - Sport
Camp/Trekking". During his many years of activity
he has built up an active network throughout Switzer-

Stakeholders (continued)
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land. With his work, Marco Gyger wants to
strengthen this field on the one hand and on the other
hand to promote systemic and sustainable changes
with and in the institutions and organizations with
regard to SDGs and Agenda 2030.

Maya Cosentino :
Can we promote an integrated understanding of the
interconnections between ecosystems, living things,
health and sustainability, and thus initiate change?
(BE)

• Age: 34
• Current fields of activity: Resident Phys-

ician and Think Tank 30 Fellow
The UN sustainability goals she promotes:

• Ensure healthy lives and promote
well-being for all (SDG 3)

• Ensure sustainable consumption and
production patterns (SDG 12)

Maya Cosentino is a physician currently training to
become a child and youth psychiatrist in Bern. She
grew up as a staff child in a school and community for
children and adolescents with special needs in the
USA. In this community Maya developed an interest
in the relationships and connections between health
and the environment, community development and
sustainability. She is a member of Think Tank 30, the
young think tank of the Club of Rome in Germany,
and is involved in promoting the “One Health”
approach, which illuminates the connections and
relationships between ecosystems, living organisms
and health.

Nikola Buric :
How can we together strengthen and accelerate the
impact of our work to contribute to the world we
carry in our hearts? (BE)

• Age: 39 years
• Current field of activity: Managing Di-

rector i-dijaspora / i-platform
UNO Sustainability goals:

• Design cities and settlements inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable (SDG 11)

• Strengthen means of implementation and
revitalize the Global Partnership for Sus-
tainable Development (SDG 17)

Nikola Buric comes from former Yugoslavia and
works as an environmental engineer and in the IT
sector. He is involved in various initiatives in the field
of social and ecological justice and community build-
ing, including the permaculture and transition move-
ment. Currently, he is the managing director of the
diaspora organization i-dijaspora, an organization
that connects the Bosnia and Herzegovina diaspora
in Switzerland and creates synergies. Nikola is com-
mitted to promote the potential of cooperation and the
use of synergies between different initiatives and
movements that are working towards a future with
more ecological responsibility, humanity and the
common good. — continued next page

Nora Refaeil :
What does it take to make all our environments
inclusive and just, and how can we empower each
individual to bring about change? (BS)

• Age: 49 years
• Current field of activity: Conversations

for Change, mediator, process facilita-
tor, lawyer and trainer

UNO sustainability goals:
• Reducing inequality within and between

countries (SDG 10)
• Promoting peaceful and inclusive so-

cieties for sustainable development, pro-
viding access to justice for all, and build-
ing effective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels (SDG 16)

Conversations for Change: Nora Refaeil supports
processes of systemic and sustainable transformation
in institutions, organisations and communities. She
works with people who want to change their environ-
ment positively. Nora Refaeil is a lawyer, mediator
and trainer with more than 20 years of experience in
national and international environments. She teaches
at the University of Basel and other institutions and
academies. She is a Senior Advisor at IPAT/Inter-
peace in Geneva, a member of the Executive Board of
the Institute New Switzerland and Vice-President of
the National Commission against Racism.

Olmar Albers :
How can the economy be transformed so that it makes
a responsible contribution to a regenerative ecosys-
tem, taking into account planetary boundaries and
social requirements? (ZH)

• Age: 57 years
• Current field of activity: CEO of öbu - the

Swiss Association for Sustainable Busi-
ness

UNO sustainability goals:
• Sustainable economic growth and decent

work for all (SDG 8)
• Sustainable consumption and production

patterns (SDG 12)
Olmar Albers has many years of leadership experi-
ence in general management, marketing/sales and
innovation management in various industries such as
chemicals, food, cosmetics or pharmaceuticals. For
two years now, the native Dutchman has been the
CEO of öbu, the Swiss Association for Sustainable
Business. With his commitment, Olmar Albers con-
tributes to systemic change in the economy at
company level and in general.

Silvano Lieger :
How can we make the Swiss food system a source of
sustainable food that serves people, animals and the
planet? (ZH)

• Age: 30 years

Stakeholders (continued)
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• Current field of activity: Co-Managing
Director Sentience Politics

UNO sustainability goals:
• Ending hunger, achieving food security

and better nutrition and promoting sus-
tainable agriculture (SDG 2)

• Ensuring sustainable consumption and
production patterns (SDG 12)

Silvano Lieger is Co-Managing Director at Sentience
Politics. In this position he is responsible for fund-
raising, communication and strategy of the organiza-
tion, which promotes progressive politics for animals
on different levels. Together with his team, Silvano
wants to contribute to a systemic change in the food
system - working towards a sustainable, small-scale
farming system in which animal rights are recognized
and respected in addition to dignity.

Simon Dalcher :
How can the world of work contribute to a future with
more ecological responsibility, humanity and the
common good? (ZH)

• Age: 28 years
• Current field of activity: Junior Sourcing

Analyst, Swisscom and member of the
Global Shaper Community Bern

UNO sustainability goals:
• Ensure a healthy life for all people of all

ages and promote their well-being (SDG
3)

• Promote sustained, broad-based and sus-
tainable economic growth, productive
full employment and decent work for all
(SDG 8)

Simon Dalcher is an expert in organizational and
team development. Besides his work at Swisscom, he
is a committed member of the Global Shaper Com-
munity Berne. Simon Dalcher’s goal is to contribute
to changing our relationship to work on a systemic

level. Although most people spend a large part of
their time working, their relationship to work is often
problematic. A change in our understanding of work
and a changing world of work have a direct impact on
many aspects of our lives and can thus contribute to
greater humanity and the common good.

Tilla Künzli :
What does Swiss society need today to feel em-
powered to act in a climate-friendly, sustainable
manner? (BS)

• Age: 35 years
• Current field of activity: Co-initiator and

project manager Urban Agriculture Bas-
el

UN sustainability goals:
• Ensure sustainable consumption and

production patterns (SDG 12)
• Take immediate action to combat climate

change and its effects (SDG 13)
Tilla Künzli was born in Switzerland and grew up
partly in Basel and partly on the west coast of the
USA. She is an innovative environmental activist,
initiator, project and event manager and team coordi-
nator of various associations, initiatives and com-
munity projects in Switzerland and specifically in the
Basel region. Through her mindful and courageous
work, she has provided important impulses for the
region for more than 10 years and has helped to
create spaces for education and action for young
people and adults. She has made fair and sustainable
consumption and living together, generational ex-
change and urban permaculture as a response to the
ecological crisis a central theme in the region and
beyond. Tilla Künzli is a passionate bridge builder
who has put her skills as an artist, gardener and
entrepreneur at the service of social change.

Stakeholders (continued)
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2. Dialogue
Engage in dialogue to explore the causes and solutions to pressing challenges.

_23768026-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00

We explore the root causes of today’s most pressing challenges and our collective potential to make a difference,
through dialogue.
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3. Prototyping
Prototype and share new ways of working and living together.

_237685a8-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00

We prototype new ways of working and living together and share what we learn.

3.1. Design, Facilitation & Trainings

Design and facilitate spaces and in-depths experiential processes.

We are a network of facilitators and process stewards for systemic change and social innovation. We design and
facilitate spaces and in-depths experiential processes tailor made to the specific context and issues.

_23768756-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00

3.2. Community Platform

Build a physical and digital platform for collaboration and innovation around the SDGs in Switzerland.

We are building a physical and digital platform for collaboration and innovation around the SDGs in
Switzerland. Join our community and get involved!
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   About Collaboratio Helvetica
   We believe in Switzerland's potential to create a shift towards ecological responsibility, more humanity and the common good. With our competencies, our expertise and our entire personality, we are committed to this change - deeply convinced that today's social challenges can be addressed when we work together.
   
   
     
       Collaboratio Helvetica
       CH
       _23767662-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00
       Collaboratio is a tax-exempt non-profit association.
       
         Collaboratio Helvetica Team
         
      
       
         Nora Wilhelm
         Co-Founder & 
Catalyst
EA lead
      
       
         Daphne Bucher
         Communication &
Visualization
IF lead
      
       
         Sarah Friederich
         Catalyst Lab Design & Facilitation
      
       
         Katalin Hausel
         Participatory Designer & Learning Ecology
LE lead
      
       
         Luea Ritter
         Catalyst Lab & Learning Cycles
      
       
         Andrea Baerwalde
         Communication &
Media Relations
      
       
         Daniel Gut
         Accounting &
Finances
      
       
         Severin von Huenerbein
         Catalyst Lab Design
CL lead
      
       
         Julia Beyer
         Fundraising & Partnerships lead
      
       
         Janine Rey
         Strategic Partnerships & Fundraising intern
      
       
         Tessa Harries
         Fundraising & Partnerships lead
      
       
         Valerie Cafaro
         Online Communication
intern 
      
       
         Collaboratio Helvetica Practitioners
         We are a network of facilitators and process stewards for systemic change and social innovation. We design and facilitate spaces and in-depth experiential processes tailor made to the specific context and challenges. We work with organisations of the private, public and non-profit sector as well as communities, networks and larger ecosystems.
      
       
         Luea Ritter
         Luea Ritter works internationally across sectors to guide design and transition processes that embrace the challenge and potential of our times. She thrives within complexity, and through a diverse medley of fields has developed a high sensitivity for context-based social dynamics.
      
       
         Elsa Hoessli
         As a dialogue facilitator, an image coach and a translator working for more than 10 years for the Federal Office for the Environment Elsa offers an expertise in communication and language services with a specialisation in the fields of environment and sustainability. She has a talent for conveying meaning and bringing out the essence be it by asking powerful questions, finding the right words or with visual means. She joined the Practitioners’ circle, collaboratio’s design & facilitation team in 2020.
      
       
         Violette Ruppanner
         An economist by training and a specialising generalist by choice, Violette draws from a rich and varied career spanning 30 years in the public, private and NGO sectors, mainly in international trade & trade diplomacy, economic development cooperation, development and funding of technology start-ups and social entrepreneurs as well as strategic and organisational consulting. She joined the Practitioners’ circle, collaboratio’s design & facilitation team in 2020.
      
       
         Christine Dürschner
         Christine is a Holistic Coach - Focus Emotional Competence Development, Dialog Facilitator and ToF (Trainer of Dialogue Facilitators). In 2014 she founded her consulting firm BeziehungsDesign. Since 2017 she is part of the facilitator team of collaboratio helvetica and has played a decisive role in the Dialogue Training for facilitators. Mid-2019 start with Sidsel Andersen of the association "Alles ist Dialog" - Association for Dialogue Development.
      
       
         Sarah Friederich
         Sarah Friederich is part of the Catalyst Lab hosting team at collaboratio helvetica. As a practitioner she supports diverse projects with design and facilitation of events and group processes. For many years, she has gained experience working for NGOs and social organisations in the field of environmental and social justice in Switzerland and Bolivia.
      
       
         Katja Breitenmoser
         Katja Breitenmoser hat 10 Jahre Erfahrung in der Moderation von Workshops und Grossgruppen sowie in der Ausgestaltung von Partizipationsprozessen. Zudem hat sie 10 Jahre Erfahrung in der Projektleitung bei kantonalen Verwaltungen (SG und AR).
      
       
         Erica Mazerolle
         Erica Mazerolle is an experienced facilitator trained in Art of Hosting and Leading from the Emerging Future (MIT).

Through her work as a social innovation professional at Impact Hub, she guides public, private and civic stakeholders on their journey towards cross-sector collaboration.
      
       
         Nora Wilhelm
         Nora Wilhelm has a background in youth engagement and active citizenship (see European Youth Parliament). As the Co-Founder and Catalyst of collaboratio helvetica, she specialised in collaboration, self-organising, ecosystem leadership, systemic change and social innovation. Beyond facilitating multi stakeholder processes and Social Innovation Labs, she is a renowned young leader, advocate and speaker, recognised for her work by the Swiss government, UNESCO and a variety of other institutions.
      
       
         Anna Krebs
         Anna is a Swiss-Finnish facilitator and certified coach. She has a background in intercultural communication and is working as a Catalyst for Gender Equality at collaboratio helvetica. She has worked on organisational development and gender & diversity issues in the NGO sector and acted as a facilitator and trainer in multicultural settings both in Switzerland and abroad.
      
       
         Collaboratio Helvetica Stewards
         
      
       
         Florence Tercier
         
      
       
         Pius Leutenegger
         
      
       
         Michael Gerber
         
      
       
         Nora Wilhelm
         
      
       
         Collaboratio Helvetica Wisdom Council
         The Wisdom Council is composed of individuals who made impressive contributions in their respective sectors. They support collaboratio helvetica with their knowledge, experience, network and perspective.
      
       
         Véronique Ruppert Schmitt
         National Focal Point for Sustainable Development (Agenda 2030) in Cantons, Communes and Cities (ARE). ~ 
“A sustainable society is a society that is inclusive of all generations and social classes. We must continually find and reinvent ourselves. To this it is essential to address the needs, dreams and ideas of all those involved. That's what Collaboratio helvetica is all about. They create spaces for experimentation and by means of robust participatory processes help to open up new ways of living, working and thriving in communities that are worth living in for all of us. 

As part of the Wisdom Council I want to accelerate the systemic transformations needed for a fast and effective sustainable development in Switzerland”
      
       
         Alexander Schieffer
         co-Founder of Trans4m, a Catalyst for Integral Transformation ~ 
“I joined the Wisdom Council of collaboratio helvetica because of my profound belief in the significance of collaboratio helvetica, and its huge potential to grow into a force and source for societal and cultural renewal for Switzerland. Too rarely do we take a “whole society perspective”, and too rarely do we tap into the cultural roots of our societies to stimulate cultural and societal renewal. collaboratio helvetica is an attempt to do both of that.”
      
       
         Till Berger
         Coordinator Strategy Sustainable Development (ARE) ~ 

"I would like to see a Switzerland of solidarity in which the various social groups treat each other with esteem and respect. A Switzerland in which politics, citizens and business think globally together and in the long term. This is what collaboratio helvetica is committed to.”
      
       
         Darya Gerasimenko
         Professor for Sustainability Science at SSAU / Lecturer at HSG ~ 

"Collaboratio helvetica for me is a self-evolving prototype of a new quality of co-creation that is so needed in the modern world. Switzerland has a long tradition of self-responsible citizenship that has truly valued collaboration. I sense that this tradition could be deepened and evolved towards “practicing absolute love” as a guiding intention for such co-creation (rather than following slowly becoming outdated “political economy approach”). I am honored to join the Wisdom Council and looking forward to contribute to this beautiful mission."
      
       
         Solomon Jaya Prakash
         serial Social Entrepreneur and former country representative for Ashoka India. ~ 

“I am thrilled to be part of collaboratio helvetica and contribute to the way in which we as a team affect people to be catalysts for change. In collaboratio helvetica we believe that beyond the profound democratic space in Switzerland that already exists, there is a space in human consciousness to see our role in this world, not just as citizens, but as people proactively engaging together to the concerns of people and planet, learning to co-create and finding means of working together, inclusive and leaving no residue.”
      
       
         Collaboratio Helvetica Funding Partners, Sponsors & Supporters
         Our partners/ sponsors & supporters are the basis of collaboratio helvetica and have strongly supported to make it happen.  
      
       
         Stiftung Mercator Schweiz
         Stiftung Mercator Schweiz is committed to a cosmopolitan and engaged society that treats the environment responsibly and offers young people the opportunity to develop their potential. That is why they promote and initiate projects in the areas of education, communication, participation and the environment.
      
       
         3FO Foundation
         The 3FO Foundation facilitates sustainable development of people and organisations and supports projects in the areas of personal development, child-parent, environmental awareness, cooperation and conflict transformation. Those who set out to sustainably improve our living conditions need courage, ideas and a thirst for action. 

The 3FO funding organisation supports people who take on the challenges of our time, engage in learning with others and enable with their projects process-oriented learning. These people strengthen cooperation and ensure that common ground and common benefit can be created sustainably.
      
       
         BKW Group
         The BKW Group is an internationally active company that offers energy and infrastructure services. They are organised as a strong network and are committed to achieving the Agenda 2030 with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). They support collaboratio helvetica because they consider themselves as an active part of a society undergoing transformation. BKW and collaboratio helvetica can learn from each other and work together on solutions for a future worth living.
      
       
         Federal Office for Gender Equality
         The Federal Office for Gender Equality (FOGE) promotes gender equality in all areas of life and work to eliminate all forms of direct or indirect discrimination. Among other things, the FOGE supports projects that promote equal opportunities for women and men in working life through grants. FOGE has supported the Gender Lab of collaboratio helvetica as well as a prototype developed from it (workshops in organisations and companies).
      
       
         Federal Office for Spatial Development
         The Federal Office for Spatial Development (ARE) is the federal government's specialist authority for issues relating to spatial development, mobility policy and sustainable development. It works together with the cantons and municipalities. In its work, ARE follows the vision that Switzerland's territory should be shaped in a sustainable manner and that ARE should play a decisive role in steering this development. Collaboratio helvetica was supported under the Sustainable Development 2018-2019 funding programme for dialogue projects in municipalities. ARE has also assumed patronage for collaboratio helvetica’s Catalyst Lab - Switzerland's future laboratory.
      
       
         Migros Pioneer Fund
         Collaboratio helvetica was initiated with support from the Migros Pioneer Fund. The Migros Pioneer Fund supports pioneering projects that contribute to social change. The development fund was founded in 2012 as a voluntary commitment by the companies of the Migros Group. With its independent approach, the Migros Pioneer Fund supplements the funding activities of the Migros Culture Percentage.
      
       
         Foundation Wegweiser
         A Switzerland that is fit for the future depends on competent and responsible people who are committed to the common good when they determine and steer the destiny of Switzerland as citizens and as leaders in business, science, politics and administration.

The prerequisites for the development of young people into holistic thinking and acting personalities are not given a priori. The Foundation Wegweiser therefore wants to create opportunities for adolescents to build social awareness and personality qualities that strengthen their commitment to society and the environment.
      
       
         Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) 
         Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) Switzerland mobilizes universities, research centers, civil society organizations, business and other knowledge centers to create and implement transformative solutions to achieve the Agenda 2030 and Paris Agreement in Switzerland and beyond.

SDSN Switzerland delivers value to its members and partners around the following 3 objectives:

* Shape multi-stakeholder dialogue: Accelerate continuous exchange of ideas and experiences, and create thinking spaces for the scientific community, government, business and civil society to foster systemic solutions, build commitment and mobilize action.

* Foster transformative solutions: Harness scientific and transdisciplinary knowledge to generate new evidence-based solutions, integrated policies and systemic change, including through joint learning journeys.

* Advise decision-makers: Offer evidence-based advice to decision-makers in politics, business and society to fill policy gaps and motivate normative change through innovative processes around the science-policy interface.
      
       
         Swiss Society for the Common Good (SSCG)
         Schweizerische Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft (SGG) ~ 

Since its founding in 1810, the SSCG has supported persons and families affected by poverty. The SSCG promotes civic and voluntary engagement The SSCG is committed to the social cohesion The SSCG donated the Rütli to the Swiss Confederation in 1860 and organizes the Federal Feast there on August 1st. The SSCG strengthens values with a new text of the national anthem
      
       
         Collaboratio Helvetica Network Partners
         
      
       
         Catalyst 2030 
         
      
       
         Sustainability Week Switzerland
         
      
       
         One Planet Lab
         
      
       
         oikos
         
      
       
         YES-Europe
         
      
       
         Capacity Zurich
         
      
       
         Climate & Sustainability
         
      
       
         Thinkpact Zukunft
         
      
       
         X27
         
      
       
         Trans4m
         
      
       
         GEN-H
         
      
       
         Esieben Beratung
         
      
       
         öbu, Verband für nachhaltiges Wirtschaften
         
      
       
         euforia
         
      
       
         Luzern im Wandel
         
      
       
         Age of Contribution
         
      
       
         Step into action
         
      
       
         ZurichRetreat
         
      
       
         Sketchy Solutions
         
      
       
         Alles ist Dialog
         
      
       
         Lernhaus Sole
         
      
       
         GirlCode
         
      
       
         Wirkstatt Auboden
         
      
       
         Pusterum
         
      
       
         Penguin Academy
         
      
       
         THES im Effinger Bern
         
      
       
         Athena Wisdom Institute AG
         
      
       
         Amt für Zukunft
         
      
       
         Give Children a Hand
         
      
       
         On Data and Design
         
      
       
         wemakeit
         
      
       
         Let's talk waste
         
      
       
         Landwirstschaft mit Zukunft
         
      
       
         Wolrd Ethic Forum
         
      
       
         The Franxini-Project
         
      
       
         Sociocracy 3.0
         
      
       
         Collaboratio Helvetica In-Kind Supporters
         
      
       
         Bookbinders Design
         
      
       
         Park Hotel Gunten
         
      
    
     
       Together we co-create the Switzerland we want to live in.
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       To create spaces for open dialogue, experimentation & collaboration.
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       Openness
       
    
     
       Diversity
       
    
     
       Dialogue
       
    
     
       Experimentation
       
    
     
       Collaboration
       
    
     
       Sustainability
       
    
     
       Principles
       Our principles:
    
     
       Regeneration
       We respect and care for nature and ourselves ~ 
We are wholly committed to respecting and regenerating the beauty, wholeness and diversity of life and to rebalancing our connection to Earth for future generations. We shift unhealthy patterns and allow the cyclic nature to unfold. We know we are in this for the long run, so we take time to mature and sustain our energy over time.
    
     
       Systemic Change
       We dare to dive deep - together ~ 
To truly create the conditions for the required transformation, we need to move beyond fighting the symptoms and go to the root causes. Challenging and shifting deeply ingrained and institutionalised patterns and mindsets individually and collectively is critical to envisage systemic solutions. Together, we go deeper to the essence and open up to healthy pathways forward.
    
     
       Ecosystem Awareness
       We activate and work with the power of collective intelligence ~ 
We work towards collective transformation as an enlivened community fostering true collaborations between people, organisations and sectors. We commit to scale ideas and impact rather than individual success. We build on what is and cultivate a vibrant ecosystem by connecting multiple dots. Practicing shared leadership enables us to sense beyond fragmentation, creating coherence and synergy.
    
     
       Co-Creation
       We co-create across boundaries leveraging diversity ~ 
We see collaboration and participation as essential to leverage societal change. Building bridges across perceived boundaries and bringing together unlikely allies are key to manifest the solutions that are required. We believe in the potential for wellbeing for all and know that everyone has a unique contribution to make, and anyone feeling this call is welcome in our community.
    
     
       Embodiment
       We start with ourselves, here and now ~ 
To change the “world”, we start with ourselves. We turn the focus inwards and embrace what is while striving to embody the change we know is possible. We thrive by learning, staying curious and playful. We are our own prototype, co-creating new ways of being and working together.
    
     
       Prototyping
       We act through iterative processes and share our learnings ~ 
Forging the new by building on what’s present, we invite playfulness and give it our best shot. We dare to fail, adjust our course and learn as a community of practice. We probe, sense and respond. We build upon each other’s contributions and share our practices and knowledge openly.
    
     
       Emergence
       We embrace the yet unknown ~ 
We are at ease with complexity and uncertainty and trust emergent processes. We see conflict as an opportunity to learn how to tread on a healthy path of co-evolution. We stay rooted in the now while firmly holding the long-term intention - together we stay present in moments of creative tension and friction.
    
     
       Responsibility
       We are accountable and engaged ~ 
By taking responsibility for and embodying our commitments we nurture trust amongst each other and enhance our shared vision and work. We practice to speak with intention and listen with attention, being in both open and truthful dialogue. We strive to be transparent, embrace vulnerability and stay present.
    
     
       Convenings
       Convene people to work towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
       _23767a54-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00
       1
       
         
         
      
       We convene a diversity of people who work towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
       
         Implementation
         Implement the 2030 Agenda in Switzerland.
         _23767b94-b84c-11eb-bcc4-49120483ea00
         1.1
         
           Switzerland
           
        
         
           The Catalyst Lab Cohort 2020/21
           
        
         
           Boryana Milova
           How can we create incentives for sustainable and future-oriented entrepreneurship in Switzerland?
(SG)


* Age: 26 years
* Current field of activity: Co-founder of IGNITE and Student Master in Business Innovation & Managing Climate Solutions, HSG ^ 
UN Sustainability Goals: 
* Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns (SDG 12)
* Strengthen implementation means and breathe new life into the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development (SDG 17) ^

Boryana Milova grew up in Bulgaria and witnessed the transition from a socialist to a capitalist system. She has lived in Switzerland for nine years and five years ago she co-founded the student organization IGNITE, which focuses on sense-oriented entrepreneurship. Currently, Boryana Milova is studying for her Master's degree in "Business Innovation", with a focus on managing climate solutions at the HSG.  

Her goal is to support ways towards a more holistic and sustainable economic system. Boryana Milova pursues the vision of a Switzerland in which companies are guided by a higher purpose and act in harmony with nature and people. She believes in the potential of Switzerland as a beacon and inspiration for sustainable entrepreneurship.
        
         
           Celia Hug
           How can we inform people about climate-damaging behavior and at the same time point out attractive alternatives for action?
 (SO)
* Age: 18 years
* Current field of activity: Author of "Suche Fern. Finde Nah", scholarship holder of the  Wegweiser Foundation ^
UN Sustainability Goals: 
Take immediate action to combat climate change and its effects (SDG 13) ^

As part of her high school diploma thesis, Celia focused on the topic of sustainable travel and committed herself to a climate-friendly future. The product of her work is an illustrated Swiss travel guide entitled "Suche Fern. Finde Nah” (Look Close, Find Near). She traveled to places in Switzerland that resemble and are equally fascinating to long-distance travel destinations in distant countries. She critically examined her own travel behavior, considered the consequences of the climatic change, and, in addition, she points out destinations in Switzerland in their characteristic and beauty. In the form of illustrations and photographs, the author creates a balance between travel inspiration and information. She comes to the conclusion that flying is not necessary to satisfy wanderlust and thus makes a practical contribution to sustainable travel with her "Swiss Hiking Guide". Her work was recognized by an external jury as one of the "Eight Best Matura Works of the Kanton of Olten 2020". The Ökozentrum honored her work with the first prize. Celia Hug has received a scholarship from the Wegweiser Foundation for participation in the Catalyst Lab.
        
         
           Erik Turner
           How can we ensure sustainable energy production and integrate the concept of circular economy into the various industries and work areas?

(TI)
* Age: 27 years
* Current field of activity: project manager, engineering consulting firm ^
UN sustainability goals:
* Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. (SDG 4)
* Ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns (SDG 12) ^

Erik Turner grew up in Ticino and studied at the EPFL and ETH, where he earned a Master's degree in Process Engineering. He is particularly interested in how objects and products can be produced sustainably. Erik Turner is part of the "One Health" working group, which deals with the topic of global warming in a holistic way and brings together different disciplines and topics. His aim is to connect with young adults who are enthusiastic about energy and sustainability and to jointly develop concrete proposals for a sustainable energy strategy. Within his work at a Swiss engineering consulting firm, Erik Turner would like to integrate the aspect of circular economy more strongly into his projects.
        
         
           Haile Kassa
           How can we empower immigrants to proactively face their challenges and feel empowered to act? (ZH)
* Age: 36 years
* Current field of activity: Project manager, "imp!act for refugees" ^
UN sustainability goals:
* Designing cities and settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable (SDG 11)
* Promoting peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, providing access to justice for all, and building effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels (SDG 16) ^

Haile Kassa grew up in Ethiopia and has lived in Switzerland for 12 years. With his work he wants to help other people, especially refugees, to proactively face their challenges in their new home. Local communities or groups of immigrants in Switzerland are to be empowered to act and find solutions to their problems. To this end, Haile Kassa has developed a program called "Community imp!act", which trains selected members of a community so that they can subsequently conduct workshops for their community themselves. Haile Kassa was recently honored for his work and was named a bridge builder by the National Coalition Building Institute. 
        
         
           Iris Lenardic
           How can we as a society develop collective compassion and integrity to heal and transform violence? 
(BS)
* Age: 44 years
* Current field of activity: Founder and CEO of Sinnfluence GmbH ^
UN sustainability goals that she promotes:
* Ensure a healthy life for all people of all ages and promote their well-being (SDG 3)
* Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all, and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels (SDG 16) ^

Iris Lenardic lives in Basel and works as project developer, process designer and facilitator. She is a certified social worker and holds a Master's Degree in Social Work with a focus on "Social Innovation". Iris Lenardic is a pioneer and involved in various movements in the support and development phase. In 2016 she started her own business in the field of social innovation and organizational development. She develops sustainable and social projects, brings different people and groups together and designs and enables collective learning processes. Iris Lenardic is committed to the development of human potential and the strengthening of an inclusive society.
        
         
           Joan Jeanneret 
           How do we create an environment in Switzerland that makes it easier for migrant women to earn a living?
(VD)
* Age: 36 years
* Current field of activity: Project coordinator "Colored migrant women empowerment project" ^ 
UN sustainability goals:
* Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls for self-determination (SDG 5)
* Reduce inequality within and between countries (SDG 10) ^ 

Joan Jeanneret comes from Kenya. She studied "Community Development" in Australia and has worked in various roles as a development and family facilitator. After moving to Switzerland, she, like many other migrant women, encountered systemic obstacles that lead to women with a migration background being disproportionately dependent on social welfare. Joan Jeanneret wants to change this and create more opportunities for women with an immigrant background to initiate social changes themselves and to be able to work for more inclusion at the political level.
        
         
           Julia Bodin
           How can we inspire others to make waste-saving consumption decisions?
(VD)
* Age: 32 years
* Current field of activity: Founder and CEO of "lets talk waste" ^ 
UN sustainability goals:
* Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns (SDG12)
* Conserve and sustainably use oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development (SDG 14) ^ 

Julia Bodin is a trained environmental engineer. As part of her work for an NGO, she has committed herself to sustainable innovation in the field of marine resources and founded her own company "lets talk waste" in 2018. Her project won the first jury prize of the Social Impact Award of the Impact Hub Geneva & Lausanne in 2018. Julia Bodin believes in a playful approach to inspiring people to rethink their consumption habits and produce less waste. 
        
         
           Lenny Staples
           How can we shape the education of the future and integrate important skills such as mindfulness into schools?
(ZH)
* Age: 38 years
* Current field of activity: Student intrinsic campus, founder of skillfullness.org ^
UN-Sustainability goals:
* Ensure inclusive, equitable and quality education and promote opportunities for lifelong learning for all (SDG 4) ^

Lenny Staples studies at the intrisic campus, where the future of teacher education is developed and designed as a prototype. He is founder of the organization "skillfullness.org", which conducts "Future Skills Workshops" for children. Lenny Staples' focus promotes sustainable content for schools and teachers such as mindfulness and emotional intelligence. At intrisic campus and with skillfulness.org, Lenny is helping to revolutionize the education system by helping to create a prototype for the future of teacher training.
        
         
           Loukina Tille
           How do we create a zero CO2 society based on the principles of climate justice?
 (VD)
* Age: 19 years
* Current field of activity: Member of the climate movement and student
UN sustainability goals:
* To take immediate action to combat climate change and its effects (SDG 13) ^ 

Loukina Tille has been active in the Climate Strike movement since 2018 working at various levels:local, cantonal, national and international. She was involved in the organization of SMILE in August 2019, which brought together 400 young climate activists from 38 countries. Loukina Tille would like to deepen her understanding of systemic connections and system change and further improve her action and communication skills. With the climate strike movement, Loukina wants to contribute to halting global warming as far as possible and creating a zero-CO2 society that follows the principles of climate justice. 
        
         
           Lukas Fischer
           How do we develop social innovations so that our society is ready to shape a sustainable future together?
 (LU)
* Age: 38 years
* Current field of activity: Founder of NETNODE and RETHINK - Festival for Change Makers ^ 
UN sustainability goals: 
* Making cities and settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable (SDG 11)
* Strengthening means of implementation and revitalizing the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development (SDG 17) ^ 

Lukas Fischer is a doer from Central Switzerland. He puts good ideas into action and has already founded a newspaper, a band, a record label, several concert series, a company (NETNODE AG) and a startup for do-it-yourselfers, as well as developing several digital products. Lukas was also a founding member of Neubad Luzern, a part of the B-Sides Festival and today part of the group Spinnerei.ch, which is dedicated to building a new work center in Central Switzerland. His podcast "rethink everything" is dedicated to the question of how we can make our society fit for a better world. He is currently working on a new festival called "Rethink" - a festival for change agents. Lukas Fischer wants to develop solutions to make the 4th industrial revolution (digitalization) sustainable.
        
         
           Marco Gyger
           How can we anchor SDGs in the work with children, adolescents and young adults and co-shape the future with the next generation?
(BS)
* Age: 39 years
* Current field of activity: Head of training “Youth+Sport - Sport Camp/Trekking” at the Federal Office for Sports, author and radio producer  ^ 
UN sustainability goals: 
* Ensure inclusive, equitable and quality education and promote opportunities for lifelong learning for all (SDG 5)  
* Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels (SDG 16) ^ 

Marco Gyger is an educational scientist (educational theory and educational philosophy) and federal instructor. As an outdoors-(ped)agoge he is particularly interested in personality, team and organizational development. For 10 years Marco Gyger has been working at the Federal Office for Sport for the Sport and Movement Promotion Agency “Youth+Sport” as the head of training “Youth+Sport - Sport Camp/Trekking". During his many years of activity he has built up an active network throughout Switzerland. With his work, Marco Gyger wants to strengthen this field on the one hand and on the other hand to promote systemic and sustainable changes with and in the institutions and organizations with regard to SDGs and Agenda 2030.
        
         
           Maya Cosentino
           Can we promote an integrated understanding of the interconnections between ecosystems, living things, health and sustainability, and thus initiate change?
(BE)
* Age: 34
* Current fields of activity: Resident Physician and Think Tank 30 Fellow ^ 
The UN sustainability goals she promotes: 
* Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all (SDG 3) 
* Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns (SDG 12) ^ 

Maya Cosentino is a physician currently training to become a child and youth psychiatrist in Bern. She grew up as a staff child in a school and community for children and adolescents with special needs in the USA. In this community Maya developed an interest in the relationships and connections between health and the environment, community development and sustainability. She is a member of Think Tank 30, the young think tank of the Club of Rome in Germany, and is involved in promoting the “One Health” approach, which illuminates the connections and relationships between ecosystems, living organisms and health.
        
         
           Nikola Buric
           How can we together strengthen and accelerate the impact of our work to contribute to the world we carry in our hearts?
 (BE)
* Age: 39 years
* Current field of activity: Managing Director i-dijaspora / i-platform ^
UNO Sustainability goals:
* Design cities and settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable (SDG 11)
* Strengthen means of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development (SDG 17) ^ 

Nikola Buric comes from former Yugoslavia and works as an environmental engineer and in the IT sector. He is involved in various initiatives in the field of social and ecological justice and community building, including the permaculture and transition movement. Currently, he is the managing director of the diaspora organization i-dijaspora, an organization that connects the Bosnia and Herzegovina diaspora in Switzerland and creates synergies. Nikola is committed to promote the potential of cooperation and the use of synergies between different initiatives and movements that are working towards a future with more ecological responsibility, humanity and the common good. 
        
         
           Nora Refaeil
           What does it take to make all our environments inclusive and just, and how can we empower each individual to bring about change? 
(BS)
* Age: 49 years
* Current field of activity: Conversations for Change, mediator, process facilitator, lawyer and trainer ^ 
UNO sustainability goals:
* Reducing inequality within and between countries (SDG 10)
* Promoting peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, providing access to justice for all, and building effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels (SDG 16) ^

Conversations for Change: Nora Refaeil supports processes of systemic and sustainable transformation in institutions, organisations and communities. She works with people who want to change their environment positively. Nora Refaeil is a lawyer, mediator and trainer with more than 20 years of experience in national and international environments. She teaches at the University of Basel and other institutions and academies. She is a Senior Advisor at IPAT/Interpeace in Geneva, a member of the Executive Board of the Institute New Switzerland and Vice-President of the National Commission against Racism. 
        
         
           Olmar Albers
           How can the economy be transformed so that it makes a responsible contribution to a regenerative ecosystem, taking into account planetary boundaries and social requirements?
(ZH)
* Age: 57 years
* Current field of activity: CEO of öbu - the Swiss Association for Sustainable Business ^ 
UNO sustainability goals:
* Sustainable economic growth and decent work for all (SDG 8)
* Sustainable consumption and production patterns (SDG 12) ^ 

Olmar Albers has many years of leadership experience in general management, marketing/sales and innovation management in various industries such as chemicals, food, cosmetics or pharmaceuticals. For two years now, the native Dutchman has been the CEO of öbu, the Swiss Association for Sustainable Business. With his commitment, Olmar Albers contributes to systemic change in the economy at company level and in general.
        
         
           Silvano Lieger
           How can we make the Swiss food system a source of sustainable food that serves people, animals and the planet? 
(ZH)
* Age: 30 years
* Current field of activity: Co-Managing Director Sentience Politics ^
UNO sustainability goals: 
* Ending hunger, achieving food security and better nutrition and promoting sustainable agriculture (SDG 2)
* Ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns (SDG 12) ^

Silvano Lieger is Co-Managing Director at Sentience Politics. In this position he is responsible for fundraising, communication and strategy of the organization, which promotes progressive politics for animals on different levels. Together with his team, Silvano wants to contribute to a systemic change in the food system - working towards a sustainable, small-scale farming system in which animal rights are recognized and respected in addition to dignity. 
        
         
           Simon Dalcher
           How can the world of work contribute to a future with more ecological responsibility, humanity and the common good?

 (ZH)
* Age: 28 years
* Current field of activity: Junior Sourcing Analyst, Swisscom and member of the Global Shaper Community Bern ^
UNO sustainability goals: 
* Ensure a healthy life for all people of all ages and promote their well-being (SDG 3)
* Promote sustained, broad-based and sustainable economic growth, productive full employment and decent work for all (SDG 8) ^

Simon Dalcher is an expert in organizational and team development. Besides his work at Swisscom, he is a committed member of the Global Shaper Community Berne. Simon Dalcher’s goal is to contribute to changing our relationship to work on a systemic level. Although most people spend a large part of their time working, their relationship to work is often problematic. A change in our understanding of work and a changing world of work have a direct impact on many aspects of our lives and can thus contribute to greater humanity and the common good.
        
         
           Tilla Künzli
           What does Swiss society need today to feel empowered to act in a climate-friendly, sustainable manner? 
 (BS)
* Age: 35 years
* Current field of activity: Co-initiator and project manager Urban Agriculture Basel ^
UN sustainability goals:  
* Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns (SDG 12)
* Take immediate action to combat climate change and its effects (SDG 13) ^

Tilla Künzli was born in Switzerland and grew up partly in Basel and partly on the west coast of the USA. She is an innovative environmental activist, initiator, project and event manager and team coordinator of various associations, initiatives and community projects in Switzerland and specifically in the Basel region. Through her mindful and courageous work, she has provided important impulses for the region for more than 10 years and has helped to create spaces for education and action for young people and adults. She has made fair and sustainable consumption and living together, generational exchange and urban permaculture as a response to the ecological crisis a central theme in the region and beyond. Tilla Künzli is a passionate bridge builder who has put her skills as an artist, gardener and entrepreneur at the service of social change.
        
         Catalyst Lab - The future laboratory for Switzerland ~ The corona crisis has not only shown us how connected and vulnerable we are as a society. It has also demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses in our system and forced us to examine it more closely. Only a holistic understanding of the complex systemic relationships can lead us to sustainable solutions. Collaboratio helvetica encourages, supports and connects people and their initiatives who work towards a healthier and regenerative Switzerland. Following the success of Switzerland’s first future laboratory in 2019/20, we will be running another Catalyst Lab from November 2020.

The Catalyst Lab is a learning and design process which lasts several months and is tailor-made for dedicated individuals (Catalysts) and their teams, who are committed to implementing the 2030 Agenda in Switzerland by contributing to a change towards more ecological responsibility, humanity and the common good. 
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       Dialogue
       Engage in dialogue to explore the causes and solutions to pressing challenges.
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       We explore the root causes of today’s most pressing challenges and our collective potential to make a difference, through dialogue.
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       Prototyping
       Prototype and share new ways of working and living together.
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       We prototype new ways of working and living together and share what we learn.
       
         Design, Facilitation & Trainings
         Design and facilitate spaces and in-depths experiential processes.
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         We are a network of facilitators and process stewards for systemic change and social innovation. We design and facilitate spaces and in-depths experiential processes tailor made to the specific context and issues.
      
       
         Community Platform
         Build a physical and digital platform for collaboration and innovation around the SDGs in Switzerland.
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         We are building a physical and digital platform for collaboration and innovation around the SDGs in Switzerland. Join our community and get involved!
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     https://www.collaboratiohelvetica.ch/
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